Introduction
For stationary continuous-time stochastic processes {X(t), t E IL!} with embedded point processes {T,,} we consider the conditional intensity AA of {T,} at a fixed point in time t given that X(t) takes a value from the set A of the state space. Using Korolyuk's local characterization of intensities, Dobrushin's ordinarity theorem, and in inversion formula for Palm distributions of stationary marked point processes, we give weak sufficient conditions on A which guarantee the existence of the conditional intensity AA. In this way we show that, for the existence of A,_,, the intensities of certain auxiliary point processes do not need to be finite. 
Stochastic processes with embedded marked point processes
Let X = {X(t), t E R} be a stochastic process on some probability space [a, 9, .Y] with the state space [I, $1, where J is an arbitrary complete separable metric space, 2 is the c-algebra of its Bore1 sets, and [w denotes the real line. We assume that the trajectories of the process X are left-continuous having right-hand limits. Furthermore, let %?x = {[T,,, (X( T,,), X( T, +O))], n E G} be a simple marked point process on the same probability space [a, 9, 9'1 with the mark space [J x J, $O,$J, where G = {. . . , -1, 0, 1,. . .} denotes the set of integers. We call the pair [X, W,] a process with embedded marked point process (PMP), and the points T,, its embedded points (or basic points), F'x the embedded (or basic) marked point process; . . . < T,,< 0~ 
This means in particular that the intensity measure CY of a stationary PMP defined by cu(BxAxA')=Ecard{n: 
Conditional intensities
Beginning from this section we assume that the PMP [X, pu,] is stationary with A = A (f x J) < cc. Korolyuk's local characterization of intensities (see e.g. Proposition 3.3.IV in [4] or Theorem 1.2.12 in [6] ) says that l,$nrB(card{n:O~T,,<t, 
A conditional analogue of (4) is the following limit
which, however, does not need to exist for every A E 2. In the case of its existence we denote this limit by A,, calling it the conditional intensity of the embedded point process {T,,} at a fixed point in time with respect to the set A (see [ll] ), i.e. given that, at this point in time, X takes a value from the set A. Furthermore, in [ll] (see also [8] and [lo] ) we discussed sufficient conditions on A which ensure the existence of the limit in (5) . For the purpose of the present paper, these conditions can be somewhat weakened.
In connection with this we define the following family BCI c 2 of regular measurable subsets of J. We say that the set A E 2 belongs to 2" if with probability one: (i) a trajectory of {X(t)} after leaving the set A (resp. A) takes values in A (resp. A) for every t from some interval of positive length;
(ii) the entrance (resp. exit) points of { X ( t)} into (resp. from) A form a stationary point process (this means, in particular, that the numbers of these points are locally finite); (iii) the embedd e points T,, have the property that d
X( T,,) E A, X( T,, +0) E A iff T,, is an exit point from A, X(T,)EA, X(T,+O)EA
iff T,, is an entrance point into A.
Note that concerning the point processes appearing in condition (ii) it is not assumed that their intensity is finite (in distinction to the assumption made in [ 111). It is not difficult to show that l,iLm$i'P(9(t)>0, (6) for every A E 2, (see also Lemma 1 in [ 111). Namely, from (3) and from Dobrushin's ordinarity theorem (cf. Proposition 3.3.V in [4] or Theorem 1.2.12 in [6] ) we get that
I,i~~~~(T,<t,X(T,)EA)=h(AxJ)
for every AE$.
Thus, (6) is proved if we show that
Immediately from the definition of 2" we get the inequalities (9) and
CP(X(O)E/~,X(T,)EA,T,~)@P(O<T:~)<T,<~)

P(X(O)EA,X(T,)EA, T,< t)sp(O< T:"'< T,(t) (9')
for every A E B,,, where {T',"} (resp. {T',"'}) denotes the point process of those entrance (resp. exit) points of {X(t)} into (resp. from) the set A which do not coincide with an embedded point T,. Next we use the fact that the superposition of the point processes {T"'} and {T,,} can be represented as a marked point process CD the mark space of which consists of the two elements 0 and 1, where the embedded points T,, are marked by zero, and the entrance points T'," by one. Then, see e.g. the inversion formula (1.4.5) in [6] or Lemma 4.1 in [17] , we get the inequality 9'(O<T:"<TT,<t)~hrP" (-r<T'"<O) lo1
where PyO) denotes the Palm distribution of @ with respect to those points of @J the mark of which is equal to zero. (Note that Lemma 4.1 in [17] is given for a pure jump process X, but it is clear that its validity does not depend on this special structure of X.) Similarly we have Because, for t + 0, {-f < Tg' < 0) as well as {--t < Tp;' < 0} tends to the empty set, from (9)-(9') and (lo)-(10') we get (8). Thus we arrive at the following result. 
Remark. In [17] another type of condition on A has been used for proving (6) . That condition is formulated in terms of the Palm distribution of lyx whereas our conditions (i) to (iii) concern regularity properties of the process {X(t)} in the time-stationary model from which the consideration originally starts.
Invariance properties of the conditional intensity
The distribution P-given in (12) is interpreted as conditional distribution of the process {X(t)} at a fixed point in time under the condition that the considered point in time is a basic point (see e.g. [ll] ).
The aim of this section is to characterize three types of relationships between the distributions P and Pm by means of invariance properties of the conditional intensity A,,. Theorem 1 shows a way how to do this. (2) A martingale criterion for EPSTA has been investigated in [2] and [16] , see also Chapter 10 in [ 131. A criterion for EPSTA via limits of conditional expectations has been considered in [ 151, see also [3] . A sample-path analogue of this criterion is given in [20] .
CEPSTA
In some cases, in which (13) is not true, some conditional variant of this coincidence property holds. Similarly as EPSTA in Theorem 2, also this conditional variant of EPSTA can be characterized by a certain invariance property of conditional intensities which are now considered with respect to a new PMP having an extended state space.
For doing this we assume that together with the PMP [X, TX] a further stationary process Y = {Y(t), t E R} is given on the same probability space [Q 9, 9'1 taking values in the discrete set I= {1,2, . . .}. Note that again we do not assume that the intensity of { Th} is finite. From Theorem 1 we get the following relationship between the distributions P and Pm of [Z, q=].
In connection with this, by Aax we denote the conditional intensity of the embedded point process {r,} with respect to the subset 
Remarks.
(1) Note that the correcting factor c(i) given in (18) does not depend on A. Consequently, for having CEPSTA it is necessary that the conditional intensity Aaxfi) does not depend on A.
(2) Examples of PMP with the property CEPSTA, for which EPSTA does not hold, have been discussed in [l] embedded point process {T,,}. We assume that J = (0, 1, . . .}" for some fixed integer m 2 1 and that 2 is the q-algebra of all subsets of J. For almost every trajectory of X let the number of its jump epochs in any bounded interval be finite. Then, by the random variable X( t) = (X,(t), . . , X,(t)) the queue-length vector in a queueing network consisting of m nodes can be described. Furthermore we assume that {T,,} is the sequence of those random points in time T,, (= T>"') at which the kth component of X( T,,) is reduced by one and, simultaneously, the k'th component is enlarged by one, where k, k' are arbitrary, but fixed integers with k f k' and 1 c k, k's m. The T,, can be interpreted as points in time at which a service time is terminated in the kth node and, immediately after this, the corresponding customer is sent to the k'th node. Note however that X not necessarily must be a queueing process because in general its trajectories can possess arbitrary kinds of jumps.
It is easy to see that now $(,=$ holds, i.e. every subset of J is regular. Although also a family 2, with the properties as described in zero, but the kth component is equal to one. Then, from Theorem 1 we get the following criterion for (19). Because {j} E $. holds for every j E J, from (11) it follows that Ai;,P({jI) = AP-({jI) and, equivalently, for every j E J with I'({ j}) > 0 and P({ j -Q}) > 0. Assume now that P({ j}) = 0. Then (7) and (12) imply P-((j)) =O. This gives: Thus, for having MUSTA with respect to (k, k')-transitions and, simultaneously, with respect to (k, k")-transitions for arbitrary k' f k", it is necessary that the . . condtttonal mtensrty A{,) does not depend on k'. Furthermore, note that (20) is a kind of a local balance.
(2) For the special case of Markovian networks, Theorem 4 has been derived in r191.
(3) It is well-known that (19) holds for Jackson networks. Moreover, for productform networks, in particular with insensitive nodes, the equation (19) also holds (see e.g. [7, 211) although in this case the process X does not need to be Markov. In this connection, a network is said to have insensitive nodes if the steady-state distribution {P({j}), j E J} of the network does not depend on the choice of the distributions of service times in the nodes provided that their expectations are fixed.
(4) In [5] an example of a non-insensitive queueing system has been discussed such that X is non-Markov and, nevertheless, (19) holds. Here, X is the queue-length process in the M/GI/l queue with Bernoulli feedback (queueing network with m = 1 node), and {T,} is the sequence of (1, l)-transitions, i.e. the feedback epochs. (5) An open problem seems to be the following question:
For which queueing network with more than one non-insensitive node and non-Markov queue-length process X does (19) hold?
